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ABSTRACT

commands to step the spacecraft through

activity. Each sequence is carefully constructed in such a

This paper describes an new approach to spacecrat?

way as to ensure that all known operational constraints

commanding and control, called the Remote Agent. In the
Remote Agent
constraints

approach,

the operational

rules

each desired

are satisfied. The autonomy of the spacecraft is limited.

and

are encoded in the flight software, and the

This paper describes

an alternative

approach

to

software may be considered to be an autonomous “remote

spacecraft commanding and control, called the Remote

agent” of the spacecraft operators in the sense that the

Agent, In the Remote Agent approach, the operational

operators rely on the agent to achieve particular goals.

rules and constraints are encoded in the flight software,

The operators do not tell the agent exactly what to do at

and the software may be considered to be an autonomous

each instant of time. Instead, they tell the agent exactly

“remote agent” of the spacecratl operators in the sense

which goals they want achieved in a period of time and

that the operators rely on the agent to achieve particular

how and when to report in.

goals. The operators do not know the exact conditions

Missions of NASA’s

New Millennium Program will

mark the first use of remote agent
autonomously

Agent technology
validation

technologies

manage spacecratl in flight,
is one of the highest

to

The Remote
priorities

and is targeted for flight on the first

for

on the spacecraft, so they do not tell the agent exactly
what to do at each instant of time. They do, however, tell
the agent exactly which goals they want achieved in a
period of time and how and when to report in.

New

Missions of NASA’s New Millennium Program (NMP)

Millennium Mission, Deep Space One, anticipated to be

will mark the first use of remote agent technologies

launched in July, 1998.

autonomously

to

manage spacecraft in flight. The New

Millennium Program is designed to validate high-payoff,
1. INTRODUCTION

cutting-edge technologies

to enable those technologies

to become more broadly available for use on other NASA
As we attempt to better understand

our planet, our

solar system, and our universe, we rely increasingly
robotic

spacecraft to be our eyes and ears.

programs. The Remote Agent technology

on

These

spacecraft enable us to extend our presence into space at a
fraction of the cost and risk associated
exploration.

is one of the

highest priorities for validation and is targeted for flight
on the first New Millennium Mission, Deep Space One
(DS1), anticipated to be launched in July, 1998.

with human

Where human exploration is desired, robotic

On the New Millennium

Program, we use the term

precursors can help identify and map candidate landing

“Remote Agent.” or RA, to refer to that portion of the

sites,

flight software responsible

find

resources,

and

demonstrate

experimental

for interpreting

high-level

goals, planning and scheduling activities to meet those

technologies.

goals, and robustly executing that plan in a fault-tolerant
Current spacecraft control technology relics heavily on
a relatively large and highly skilled mission operations

manner. We make use of three separate AI technologies i n
building

the RA:

Planning

and Scheduling;

team that generates detailed time-ordered sequences of
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Smart

Executive, and Model-13ascd Mode Identification

and

Reconfiguration.
Section 2 discusses
community

is

autonomy.

the reasons that the spacecraft

interested

in

increasing

spacecraft

developing

a wider variety of interesting

exploration

missions.

of AI

operations

budgets

shows that development of detailed spacecratl sequences
accounts for the largest operations expenditure.

Section 3 covers aspects of the spacecratl

domain that bear on the ease of applicability

Analyzing

solar system

By commanding
abstraction,

spacecraft

at a higher

much of the sequence

level

development

of
task

technologies. Section 4 describes the requirements placed

becomes the responsibility

on the remote agent for the DSI Mission. Section 5

ground operations costs are reduced. Some of the savings

outlines the NMP RA design approach and architecture,

come fmm an change in how we think about operations

and Section 6 describes

plans for future remote agent

dcvclopmcnt.

planning.

of the flight software, and

The old approach

was that all spacecraft

activities needed to be predicted and approved by ground
controllers.

2. NEED FOR

AUTONOMY

ON SPACECRAFT

I’he new thinking

is that

the ground

controllers do not (always) need to know the low-level
details of spacecratl activities but only the capabilities

The desire to increase the level of spacecraft autonomy

of

the spacecraft and the high-level goals.

comes from at least three separate objectives of spacecraft
customers:

taking

opportunities,

advantage

good

of

science

2.3.

reducing spacecraft operations costs, and

Taking

Advantage

Good

of

Robust Operation

in the Presence o f

Faults

ensuring robust operation in the presence of faults.
2.1.

Ensuring

Our customers still require high reliability
ability to respond to problems in flight.

Science

spacecraft, the Fault Protection

Opportunities

and the

For existing

system often represents

the most autonomous system on-board.
Our science customers would like the spacecraft to be

For example, the Cassini fault protection design needs

able to modify its sequence of actions more quickly based
on late-breaking

information available on the spacecraft.

to be able to detect a fault in the prime main engine during
Saturn orbit , shut down the burnBring the spacecraft to a

Several possibilities have been proposed.

safe state, configure the redundant engine for use, allow
An ultraviolet

spectrometer on a comet flyby mission

might identify a region of particular interest for intense
scrutiny.

With current technology,

make do

with

observations

whatever

has been

scientists

pre-planned

stored

have to

sequence

on-board

and cannot

reprogram any of those to examine more closely
newly-identified

region of interest.

of

the system adequate

cool

down

time, compute

the

additional burn duration required to get into orbit once
the propulsion

system is cool enough

schedule the continuation

to use, and

of the burn to commence as

soon as possible.

the
A point design has been developed to accomplish this

With the RA, plans

may be revised based on this new information hours or

[1], but the approach required great effort and does not

minutes before flyby.

gencraliz.c to other similar problems.
With the RA approach, model-based fault protection

On a Mars polar orbital mission, each orbit flies over a
different ground swath due to the rotation of Mars. If one

would diagnose the problem in a principled manner, shut

particular site were to exhibit an interesting signature—

down the burn and safe the spacecraft as before. But now

sought

there is a general purpose planner on board.

after geological

resources or a beacon fmm a

The RA

with on-board

solves the problem by asking for a plan given the same

autonomy to modify the orbit so that imaging or Iistening

goals but with three extra bits of information: 1. the o Id

to that site happens much sooner or more frequently than

prime main engine is not usable; 2. the initial orbit has

in the original plan.

been rnodificd by the earlier propulsion

planetary

rover, it would be possible

the initial temperature of the propulsion
2.2.

Reducing Spacecraft

Operations

Costs

available

from NASA

A fixed amount of funding is

for solar

system

spacecraft dcvclopmcnt and operations.

system is high.

The constraints arc built into an on-board planner, so a

Our funding sources are insisting that means be found
to reduce operations costs.

maneuver; and 3.

exploration

When operations

costs arc reduced, more resources bccomc available

simple request for a ncw plan will generate a plan that
will work, and a detailed point design is never required.
Point test cases are still important to demonstrate that the
system has the desired behavior.

for
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Another advantage of the Remote Agent derives fmm
the nominal and failure modeling
diagnosis

engine.

used by the fault

For hard-coded

designs, the domain knowledge

fault protection

is implicit rather than

For the 3-axis controlled
attitude

responds

environmental
atmospheric

spacecraft, the spacecratl

only to control torques and a few

torques such as solar radiation
and

torque,

gravity

explicit. This means that we rely on the fault protection

Propellant

slosh

algorithm

significant

modeling challenges.

developers

to understand

abstract fmm that understanding

the system, and

a design

for which

up. In contrast,

diagnosis,

the

fault

with

protection

model-based
software

fault

engineers

explicitly model how the system behaves in nominal and
failure cases. Fault diagnosis then becomes a search for
likely diagnoses

given observed symptoms.

Since the

spacecraft designers understand the details of the system
behavior at design time, there is an advantage to having
them encode their knowledge explicitly at design time.
3. SPACECRAFT

gradient

spacecraft

torque.

flexibility

can

Spinning

be

spacecratl

bring additional complexity to the dynamics modeling.

symptoms to look for and what responses to take when
they show

and

torque,

The major uncertainty

in the orbital

and attitude

dynamics occurs when the spacecraft passes close to a
body with an atmosphere.

Atmospheric density models

are of low accuracy because some of the processes are not
well understood and also because of large temporal and
spatial variations

fmm the nominal values.

Spacecraft

encounter atmospheres when flying by Earth or Venus for
a gravity assist, when using the atmosphere of Mars or
Venus to help slow the spacecraft so as to achieve
planetary orbit or to adjust the orbit. Cassini will fly

DOMAIN

close to Titan to sample its atmosphere and perform high
In designing a remote agent for a spacecratl, a number of

resolution radar mapping.

issues must be kept in mind which differ fmm earth-based
robotic applications.
3.1,

Unattended

The most diflicult models to create and the ones with
the

Operation

highest

are

uncertainty

the

models

of

the

measurements to be taken by the science experiments.

and Fault Tolerance

This is to be expected, and if the spacecrat? do their jobs
science missions may usually be described

Planetary

as long periods

of low-activity

variable duration planetary
Once all systems

cruise followed

by

or small body encounters.

have been checked out, spacecraft

well and accurately report suftlcient information back to
scientists

on Earth-then

future missions will benefit

fi-ornimproved models of the planetary bodies they are
studying.

operations during cruise are typically simple and routine.
Ground controllers

track spacecraft periodically

rather

3.3.

than continuously when during low activity periods.
The need for unattended

operation

spacecraft must be highly fault tolerant.

Redundant Systems

Since planetary spacecraft operate for years without the

means that the
This requires an

of

possibility

hands-on

reliability

component

maintenance,

models

predict

electronic
a

credible

ability to detect problems and either achieve a safe state

possibility that some components will fail before the end

and wait for further instructions

of the mission. Depending on the length of the mission,

or diagnose the cause of

the problem and take corrective action, allowing
spacecraft

to continue

involvement.

operations

without

the

operator

The latter is preferred for autonomous

some functional–-a

sometimes block—redundancy

likely to bc part of the design.

is

The 11 year Cassini

mission relies on block redundancy (prime plus backup
unit) for most systems to achieve sufficient mission

spacecratl.

reliability. The DSI mission is only two years long and
3.2.

Simple World Model

In contrast

with

has little redundancy.

rover

confront unpredictable

applications,

which

may

boulder fields, spacecraft have

Even on this mission, there arc a

few instance of redundancy.

transmitter are block redundant.
thrusters can are configured

extremely simple, predictable world models.

The power supplies for the
The attitude

failure can bc accommodated if diagnosed
The trajectory is typically well understood, though it
may bc necessary to model with accuracy solar radiation
pressure, time and direction of any and all thruster firings,
and atmospheric

forces.

The DS I spacecraft caries a

catalogue of star orientations

and planet and asteroid

degraded

control

so that any one thruster
(albeit with

pcrfonnance). The suite of attitude

control

sensors include a sun sensor, star tracker, and gyro.

A

safe sun-pointed attitude can be achieved if any two of the
three are working. This approach is known as functional
redundancy.

cphcmeridcs.
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3.4.
●

Autonomous

5. DESIGN

Subsystems

All autonomy dots not need to reside at onc Icvcl. In a
one or another component or

number of instances,
subsystem

has a degree of autonomy,

allowing

the

system-level spacecratl software to interact with it at the
goal level. For example, the DS 1 mission is flying an
autonomous
computer.
complete

star tracker that has its own embedded
When polled, the star tracker provides
attitude

estimate-+r

an

error

a

message

indicating that no reliable estimate is currently available
and why.

The complexity

of attitude

determination

through star field pattern matching is completely masked

APPROACH

work

Early

technologies:
threaded

AND ARCHITECTURE

identified

key

the

contributing

on-board planning and replanning,

smart executive,

and

multi-

model-based

failure

Once these had been identified, a five-month

diagnosis.

prototyping effort was undertaken.
Autonomy

Architecture

rapid

The New Millennium
Prototype

(NewMaap)

effort is described in Ref. [2]. In NewMaap, we learned
how to take advantages of the strengths and weakness of
these three technologies

and merge into a powerful

system, Atler successful completion of the prototype, the
RA was selected as one of the NMP technologies for DS1

from the system-level software.
Fig. I shows
3.S.

Resource Management

Autonomous

spacecraft will increasingly

upon to manage a variety of resources.
consumable

resources

such

as

be called

These include

propellant,

shared

resources such as power, renewable resources such as
battery state of charge. One important is the attitude of
the spacecraft. I’here are many competing demands on
spacecraft attitude

including

power generation

panels to the sun), communications

(antenna

(solar
to the

Earth), and others.
3.6.

hardware is the responsibility

approaches,

so remote agent

developers need to capture what is best about existing
demonstrating

the improvements

that

increased autonomy enables.

The RA is layered on top of that software, but also gathers
information from all levels to support fault diagnosis.
Several spacecratl commanding
Goal-oriented

SPACECRAFT

commanding is the intended

and projected spacecratl state including the health of all
devices.

The mission manager sends the projected state

and appropriate

goals to the planner

scheduler

that

generates a ncw plan using priorities,

heuristics,

and

domain models. See Ref. [3]. The planner sends this plan

response

to

transient

Scc Ref [4]. Plan execution

is added by making use of the Model-based

Mode Identification

. Achieve goal oriented commanding
. Generate plans based on goals and current spacecraft
state expectations
. Demonstrate model-based failure detection, isolation,
and recovery

✎

operating

updating the goals in flight. In a typical planning cycle,

robustness

For DS 1, we have placed the following requirements on

✎

are possible.

to the executive that creates an agenda of plan itcins and

the on-board RA:

Avoid premature
indications

styles

mode for most of the mission; provision has been made for

executes the agenda.
4. REQUIREMENTS
ON
REMOTE AGENT

●

of the real-time software.

The executive calls the mission manager with the current

that current practitioners have shown spectacular success

practices while

for the

that can bc integrated as “time to plan the next segment.”

Success without Autonomy

limited autonomy

architecture

the executive is executing a plan and gets to an activity

Another significant aspect of the spacecratl domain is
with

communications

Remote Agent’s interaction with the rest of the spacecraft
Note that all interaction with the
flight software.

and Reconfiguration

(MIR) systcm,

sec Ref. [5]. The MIR system includes monitors, mode
identification
for nominal and failure conditions,
communication of state to the executive and proposals of
reconfiguration actions to take in the event of failures.
The following subsections

describe how the various

parts of the RA work together to achieve the desired level
of autonomy.

failure
S.1.

Coordinate hardware states and sotlware modes;
determine the health state of hardware modules
Replan after failure given new context

Period planning

Our approach
planning

separates

an extensive,

phase from the execution

deliberative

phase,

executing

infrequently generated plans over extended time periods.

✎

Allow low-level command access to hardware

When the executive reaches the planning

✎

Ensure “call-home” behavior in severe situations

current planning horizon, it asks the planner to generate a

task in the

plan for the next planning horizon while it continues to
Douelas llernard/ 4/6
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execute the activities
b

remaining

When the executive

in the current plan.

reaches the end of the current

one long plan. This has the useful consequence

enables the executive to engage in activities which span

horizon, the plan for the next horizon will be ready and

multiple planning

the executive will then install it and continue execution

engine burn) without interrupting them.

seamlessly.
5.2.

at an abstract level

Ideally, we would like to have the planner represent
the spacecraft at the same level of detail as the executive.
This approach is taken by Bresina [6] and by Levison [7].
The approach, when feasible, has a number of benefits.
First, it enables the planner to simulate the detailed
functioning of the executive under various conditions of
uncertainty,

and

contingencies

(branches) providing quick responses for

to

produce

a

plan

which

has

important execution outcomes. Second, it enables the use
of one language rather than two for expressing action
knowledge, which simplifies knowledge engineering and
helps maintain consistency of interfaces.
Unfortunately, in our d’omain this single representation
approach is not practical

because the complexity

of

interactions at the detailed level of execution would make
combinatorially

intractable.

Thus, we have

found it necessary to make the planner operate on a more
abstract model of the domain.

Examples of abstractions

are:

(such as a 3-month

long

enter a stable state (called a standby

mode) prior to

invoking

it

the

planner,

tlom which

generates

a

description of the resulting state in the abstract language
understood

Note that establishing

by the planner.

standby modes following plan failure is a costly activity,
as it causes us to interrupt the ongoing planned activities
and lose important opportunities.
S.4. Achieving robust plan execution
Such concerns motivate a strong desire for having
robust plans, on the one hand, and an ability to exploit
those robust plans to continue executing in the presence
of a wide variety of execution outcomes on the other hand.
Our approach achieves plan flexibility by (1) choosing
an appropriate level of abstraction for the activities

and

(2) generating plans in which the activities have flexible
start and end times. By planning at an abstract level, the
planner docsn’t worry about the details

of particular

activites. This leaves the executive fi-ee to achieve the
activities

in different ways depending

on the current

situation. By being flexible about the start and end times

–hiding

details of subsystem interactions

controlled

of activities, the plan will still succeed even if activities
took longer than anticipated.

by the executive
--merging a set of detailed

component

states

into

trying many different ways tc complete a task, possibly in

– not modeling certain subsystems

In the event of hardware failures during execution, the
executive draws on the expertise of the model-based

–using conservative resource and timing estimates
Requesting and Executing back-to-back

diagnosis and reconfiguration, to diagnose the problem
The MIR engine,
and then suggest a recovery.

plans

We address the problem of generat ing initial states for
the next planning

This also leaves room for

the presence of failures.

abstract states

5.3.

horizons

In the event of plan failure, the executive knows how to

Planning

planning

that it

round differently depending

status of the currently-executing

on the

plan. Plans normally

include an activity to plan for the next horizon.

At this

Livingstone,

uses the same device models to do the

diagnosis and to suggest recoveries which are consistent
with both the inferred current state of the spacecra!l and
with the goals being

point, the executive sends to the planner the current plan

I,ivingstone

in its entirety, with annotations

single action suggestion,

for the decisions that

maintained

by the

executive.

responds to each recovery request with a
and updates its diagnoses

as

were made so far in executing it, The current plan serves as

each suggestion is executed.

its own prediction of the future at the level of abstraction

put the systcm back on track with respect to the plan

required by the planner, Thus, all the planner has to do is

within

extend the plan to address the goals of the next planning

continues executing the original plan. In the event of a

horizon and return the result to the executive.

If the suggested recoveries

the time and resources allotted,

the executive

I’he

timeout, or if the system runs out of possible recovcrics,

executive must then merge the extended plan with its

the executive abandons the current plan, enters a stable

current representation of the existing plan. I’hc net result

standby mode, and requests a plan for the new situation.

is that,

fmm the

executive’s

perspective,

executing

multiple chained plans is virtually the same as executing
Douelas Bernard/ 5/6
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6.’ FUTURE

WORK

to head toward an increasingly unified representation

b

A nrrmbcr of desirable remote agent features are planned
for future remote agents that will not be part of the DS 1
These enhancements

RA.

will

will

refine diagnostic

mission robustness,

simplify the process

of representing

further increase

capabilities,

of

the spacecratl but we intend to do so always generalizing
fm
powerful models capable of handling
the
complexities of our real-world domain.

and

and integrating

knowledge throughout the software.
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In many ways this is a
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While heterogeneous
benefits,
significant

they
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level.

have a number of

also

raise some difficulties.
Most
of these are the possibility for models to

diverge rather than converge, and the need to duplicate
knowledge

representation

efforts.

Ideally, we would like

llgure 1: DS 1 FSW Communications

Architecture
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